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a b s t r a c t

Measurement-based real-time voltage stability assessment methods typically use a Thévenin Equivalent
(TE)model. The TE is computedunder the assumption that all generators and loads seen froman individual
load-bus are constant during the time-window when measurements are obtained. This assumption does
not hold in actual power systems. In fact, load changes at other load-buses result in variations on the
voltage of a single-port equivalent model of the power system as seen from a load-bus. To consider these
variations, this paper uses an interpolation method to develop a dynamic TE model from synchrophasor
measurements, which is suitable for measurement-based real-time voltage stability assessment. In
addition, a reduced network model is proposed to separate and quantify the impact of other loads and
generators on the voltage stability of an interested load-bus in networks without full observability. The
proposed method has been assessed through various simulation scenarios, and illustrated using actual
field measurements.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The deployment of synchronized phasor measurement units
(PMUs) aims to assist power systemoperators to access large quan-
tities of high-resolution, time-synchronizedmeasurement data [1].
One of the uses of these data (i.e. application) is real-time mon-
itoring, which is becoming crucially important for today’s power
systems as they are experiencing challenging operating conditions.

One key application of real-time monitoring is voltage stability
assessment using synchrophasors [2–10]. Most studies in this area
use a Thévenin equivalent (TE) circuit to represent the entire power
system seen from an individual load-bus as a single-port model.
Once the TE circuit is estimated, using the impedance matching
concept, the voltage stability margin can also be estimated. The
assumption of the TE model is that all generation and load seen
from an individual load-bus do not experience variations dur-
ing the period of time (one sampling window) when the PMU
measurements are obtained. However, as discussed in [11], this
assumption is not valid in actual power systems as other loads have
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coupling effects on the single-port model. In [2,6], and [10], it is
claimed that by using two consecutivemeasurement snapshots the
TE model can be computed assuming that within the time interval
when the measurements are obtained, generation and other loads
implicitly remain constant. While this assumption might be satis-
fied during normal operating conditions (quasi steady-state), the
result of applying them when there are some variations (caused
by loads, generators, or control actions) in the system will make
the TE circuit parameters uncertain and sensitive to the system’s
response and noise.

In [11], an additional impedance is used to represent the cou-
pling effects of other loads, and assumes that all loads in the system
increase at the same rate, which is not the case in all operating
conditions. This method was modified in [4] by introducing a cor-
rection factor generated from two consecutive PMU snapshots. As
a result, the TE parameters are updated every two PMU snapshots.

The fact is that power systems undergo continuous variations,
and thus, the TE impedance seen from a particular bus cannot
be fully represented by a constant value. Consequently, the TE
impedance needs to be represented using a dynamic impedance,
which can be described using the rate of change of voltage with
respect to current. Such dynamic impedance will vary in response
to changes in generation, loads, or control actions of devices in the
system; such as on-load tap changer, over excitation limiter, and
others.
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Fig. 1. Multi-port model of a power system.

This paper uses a method where dynamic TE impedance seen
from an individual load-bus are estimated using polynomial in-
terpolation applied on PMU-data snapshots. Unlike other meth-
ods, [2–10], the output of the proposed method is a complex-
valued array representing TE impedance for singularmeasurement
snapshot within a sampling window (in other methods, a single
value is calculated for entire sampling window). In this method,
first, the voltage and current phasors from a PMU in a window
are parceled. Then, by using polynomial interpolation, the voltage
phasors are modeled as a function of the load current. Using the
obtained function, a dynamic impedance is computed by differ-
entiating the voltage with respect to the current similar to those
presented in [12,13]. However, to understand and quantify the
impact of other loads or generatorswithin a cut-set area [14]where
all buses are not observable a reduced network model (RNM) is
proposed in this paper. A dynamic instability index (ISI) can be
calculated using estimated dynamic TE impedance indicating how
close a power system is to voltage collapse point.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the coupled
single-port model is presented. In Section 3, the interpolation
technique applied to calculate the dynamic TE parameters is ex-
plained. Section 4 introduces the new RNM and shows how the
coupling effect of other loads are computed. In Section 5, numerical
analysis using real data as well as simulation results are provided.
Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Coupled single-port model

To derive the coupled single-port model, a multi-port network
model of the entire system is used (see Fig. 1 [11]). The model is
built from the nodal equations, i.e. I = YV , where Y , I , and V are
respectively the admittance matrix, injection current vector, and
node voltage vector. This equation can be expanded as follows:[

−IL
0
IG

]
=

[YLL YLT YLG
YTL YTT YTG
YGL YGT YGG

][VL
VT
VG

]
(1)

where the subscripts L, T , and G stand for load, tie, and generation
buses, respectively. By eliminating the tie buses, (1) can be restated
as:
VL = Eeq − ZLLIL
Eeq = ZLL

(
YLTY−1

TT YTG − YLG
)
VG

ZLL =
(
YLL − YLTY−1

TT YTL
)−1

.

(2)

For a particular load-bus i, (2) results in a coupled single-port
model described as

V̄Li = Ēeq,i − Z̄LL,ii ĪLi − Ēcp,i

Ēcp,i =

n∑
j=1,i̸=j

Z̄LL,ij ĪLj
(3)

Fig. 2. Coupled single-port model of a power system seen from an individual load-
bus.

where the Ēcp,i represents the coupling impact of other loads on
bus i. Alternatively, this coupling effect can be represented by an
additional current source (5) or impedance (6) and (16) [11]. In
this paper these two options are used. The concept of adding an
extra impedance is used to justify how TE parameters seen from
a particular load-bus i can be estimated by local PMU snapshots.
Additionally, the concept of adding a current source is used to
show how the coupling effects of other loads on TE impedance,
consequently on voltage stability, of load-bus i can be quantified.
This feature is further detailed in Section 4.2.

Only in a fully observable power system it is possible to retrieve
all the variables in (3). As it may not be practical to install PMUs
in all buses to make the entire network observable, voltages Ēeq,i
and Ēcp,i cannot be readily available. Therefore, considerable work
has been carried out to extract real-time TE parameters, Ēth and Z̄th,
from a local PMUmeasurements [2–9]. The validity of the TEmodel
obtained using PMU measurements is questionable because the
variation of other loads – reflected in the coupled voltage in (3) –are
not included in the calculation of the TE parameters [11]. This is be-
cause, as shown in Fig. 3, the employed algorithms use two parcels
of voltage and currentmeasurements – each containingm samples
– within a certain time interval (sampling window) to estimate
one complex numbers, Z̄th, as the TE impedance. Whatever the
variations are in the power system within the sampled window,
the estimated impedance is always constant. Although, adjusting
the sampling window length as well as window sliding (rolling)
time can improve the result, the estimated TE impedance may
experience some step changes when the window rolls forward.
In this paper, the proposed algorithm estimates a complex vector,
containing m complex numbers, as the TE impedance. Therefore,
the system variationswill be reflected in the estimated impedance.
The proposed method is detailed in Section 3.

Thepictorial representation of Eq. (3) is shown in Fig. 2, inwhich
can be written as

Īcp,i =

j=n∑
j=1,j̸=i

Z̄LL,ij
Z̄LL,ii

ĪLj. (4)

To analyze the voltage stability at bus i using the impedance-
matching criteria, the Thévenin impedance seen froman individual
load-bus, Z̄th,i, must be known. The KVL equation of Fig. 2 can be
written as

− Ēeq,i + Z̄LL,ii
(
ĪLi + Īcp,i

)
= −V̄Li, (5)

where it is clear the if Īcp,i is constant or it is linearly correlated to
ĪLi, the (5) can be restated as a KVL equation in a TE circuit whose TE
parameters can be estimated from V̄Li and ĪLi measurements. This
has been carried out in [6] using the nonlinear least squares (NLS)
method to derive (constant) TE parameters. However, note that the
TE parameters can be constant only when there is a linear relation
between the voltage, V̄Li, and the load current, ĪLi, of the individual
load-bus. As mentioned before, such assumption is not valid for
nonlinear power system behavior. Section 3 shows how (5) can
be used to determine a dynamic Thévenin impedance to consider
nonlinearity between the voltage and load current of an individual
load-bus.
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Fig. 3. Fromm snapshots of voltage and current phasors, the NLSmethod estimates
a single fixed complex number as TE impedance, however, the Poly method esti-
mates a complex vector (withm components) as TE impedance.

3. Dynamic impedance calculation

Taking derivatives of the variables in (5) with respect to the
current ĪLi, results in

−
dĒeq,i
dĪLi

+ Z̄LL,ii

(
1 +

dĪcp,i
dĪLi

)
= −

dV̄Li

dĪLi
. (6)

The right-hand side of (6) resembles a dynamic TE impedance seen
from bus i. This is, in fact, the impedance whose amplitude is equal
to the amplitude of the load impedance at the voltage collapse
point.

In a stable condition (prior to voltage collapse) the apparent
power, S̄Li, increases when its current increases (by decreasing
the load impedance). At the nose point (voltage collapse point)
although the load current increases, the apparent power does not
change [15]. This implies that at the nose point the load apparent
power is not sensitive to its current. The mathematical expression
for this phenomena is given as⏐⏐⏐⏐dS̄LidĪ∗Li

⏐⏐⏐⏐ = 0 ⇒

⏐⏐⏐⏐V̄Li
dĪ∗Li
dĪ∗Li

+ Ī∗Li
dV̄Li

dĪ∗Li

⏐⏐⏐⏐ = 0

⇒

⏐⏐⏐⏐ V̄Li

Ī∗Li

⏐⏐⏐⏐ =

⏐⏐⏐⏐−dV̄Li

dĪ∗Li

⏐⏐⏐⏐ =
⏐⏐Z̄th,i⏐⏐ (7)

where Ī∗Li is the conjugate form of the load current. This equation
can also be justified using the Tellegen’s theorem [10].

In this paper, to obtain the derivative of V̄Li with respect to
ĪLi, the voltage must be expressed as a function of the current,
i.e. V̄Li = f

(
ĪLi

)
. To derive such function from PMU voltage and

current phasors, polynomial interpolation is used. Themain reason
for using polynomial interpolation is that the resulting polynomial
has a simple structure and, thus, it is straightforward to compute
its derivative. The polynomial form of the voltage snapshots can be
written as

V̄Li(n) =

Deg∑
k=0

pk ĪkLi(n) (8)

where the Deg is the degree of polynomial equation, and n is a
snapshot’s number within a sampling window with m snapshots
(see Fig. 3). The coefficient pk is obtained using the interpolation
method [16]. The value of Deg is not fixed and it is obtained
iteratively as explained in the Appendix.

Differentiating the voltage in (8) with respect to current, that
represents the dynamic TE impedance, can be written as

− Z̄th,i(n) =
dV̄Li(n)
dĪLi(n)

=

Deg∑
k=1

k.pk Īk−1
Li (n). (9)

4. A reduced network model to quantify load coupling effects

Based on the number of PMUs installed in a cut-set area, a
reduced network model for the area is developed in order to
quantify the effect of other loads and generators on the voltage
stability of a load-bus. In other words, by obtaining the left-hand
side terms of (6), the effect of other loads and generators on the
dynamic impedance seen from the load-bus can be computed.

4.1. Reduced network model

Full observability is required to compute the coupling effects
of all loads and generators on single-port models. However, in
practice, making the whole system observable using PMUs is chal-
lenging due to several practical constraints [17]. Even if a power
system has full observability this approach is particularly useful
in practice, as the proposed method would be able to continue
functioning under the loss of PMUs. Therefore, in this paper, an
RNM is developed so that the number of buses in a cut-set area
are reduced to observable buses, which include buses where PMUs
are installed (PMU measured bus—PMUME) and those that are
made observable from themeasured currents and network param-
eters [18–20] (known as PMU-observable bus—PMUOB).

A PMUOB-bus is defined as a bus that is directly connected to
a PMUME-bus via a series branch, such as a line or a transformer,
whose current is measured by the PMU installed at the PMUME-
bus. Therefore, the voltage of a seen-bus can be (linearly) estimated
by the PMU-bus voltage and the voltage drop across the incident
branch. In the proposed RNMmethodology all unobservable buses
are eliminated in suchway that the voltage of observable buses are
not affected.

To illustrate and explain the development of the RNM method,
the IEEE 14-Bus test system, shown in Fig. 4(a), is considered to
be a cut-set area that is connected to an external network (shown
in a hatch square in the figure). It is assumed that the cut-set
network is equipped with three PMUs at buses B1, B3, and B13.
Bus B3 is a boundary bus between the cut-set area and the external
network. Assuming that each PMU is able to measure the currents
of its surrounding branches, the PMUOB-buses are B2, B4, B5,
B6, B12, and B14. Accordingly, the unobservable buses would be
B7, B8, B9, B10, and B11, which are indicated with gray color in
Fig. 4(a). To reduce the network, first, the system’s current–voltage
relationship is considered[
I ′ob
Iun

]
=

[
YA YB
YC YD

]
  

Ybus

[
Vob
V ′

un

]
(10)

where I ′ob is the vector of currents injected to observable buses.
Note that although the voltage of PMUOB-buses can be estimated,
their injected currents may be not. In other words, although I ′ob
consists of currents injected to observable buses, someof its entries
might be unknown. For instance, the voltage of buses B4, B6, and
B14 in Fig. 4(a) can be estimated, but their injected currents can
not. Thematrix Ybus in (10) is the system admittancematrix, the Iun
is the vector of currents injected to unobservable buses, andVob and
V ′
un are the voltage vectors of observable and unobservable buses,

respectively.
The goal is to keep only observable buses and remove unob-

servable ones in such a way that the voltage of observable buses
remains unchanged. To achieve this goal, the loads and generators
connected to unobservable buses are eliminated by setting their
corresponding currents to zero, as shown in Fig. 4(b), i.e. Iun =

0. Accordingly, the injected current to observable buses, and the
voltage of unobservable buses, will be changed into Iob and Vun,
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Fig. 4. IEEE 14-Bus test system presented as: (a) original model, (b) its equivalent, and (c) its RNM form. The sign indicates PMUME-bus. All unobservable components
are shown in gray. The blue dotted arrows indicate calculated injected currents, and blue dotted lines are virtual lines that reflect the effect of the unobservable part of the
network. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

respectively. Considering these modifications, Eq. (10) can be re-
stated as[
Iob
0

]
=

[
YA YB
YC YD

][
Vob
Vun

]
. (11)

This equation can be further simplified as

Iob = YrVob (12a)

Yr = YA − YBY−1
D YC (12b)

where Yr is the admittance matrix of the reduced network model.
As seen from (12), the reduced model relates all observable in-
jected currents to observable buses. As a result, Iob includes ob-
servable currents—shown as solid black arrows in Fig. 4—and a
new ‘equivalent’ injected current for PMUOB buses—shown as blue
dotted arrows in Fig. 4. The pictorial representation of (12a) and
(12b) is illustrated in Fig. 4(c), where new lines and new injected
currents, are shown with dotted blue lines, and are included to
represent the effects of the unobservable part of the network. The
admittance values of new lines are obtained from (12b), and the
values of new injected currents are obtained from (12a). Therefore,
it is possible to calculate all the newly injected currents shown in
Fig. 4(c).

4.2. Coupling the effects of other loads on the voltage stability of the
individual load-bus

By restating (12a) as V = ZI , where Z = Y−1
r , I = Iob, and

V = Vob, the voltage of a particular load-bus i can be written as

V̄Li = Ēeq,Li − Z̄ii ĪLi − Ēcp,i (13)

Ēcp,i =

no∑
j=mo, i̸=j

Z̄ij ĪLj (14)

wheremo and no are the number of observable generator and load
buses, respectively. Note that (13) is similar to (3), but includes
only observable buses. All variables in (13) and (14) canbe obtained
from (12). In (13), the effects of generation units, transmission lines
and transformers, and other loads on the voltage of load-bus i are
represented by Ēeq,Li, Z̄ii ĪLi, and Ēcp,i. However, two important points
must be taken into account: first, as long as all generator buses
are not observable, Ēcp,i will not exclusively include the effects of
other loads as the terms Ēcp,i and Ēeq,Li cannot be distinctly sepa-
rated; second, depending on direction of the current, the external

networks connected to boundary buses must be identified and
represented as a lumped generator or load.

The voltage instability index (ISI) can be defined as [10,21–26]

ISIi =

⏐⏐Z̄th,i⏐⏐⏐⏐V̄Li/ĪLi
⏐⏐ (15)

where the index varies from 0 to 1 as the system moves from
stable to unstable. Note that the TE impedance in (15), Z̄th,i, is
defined as a dynamic impedance in (9). From (15), it is possible
to analyze how other loads and generation units can impact the
voltage stability of an individual load-bus in two different ways:
first, by affecting VLi; and second, by changing the TE impedance
seen from the individual load-bus. The first has a larger effect
during stressed conditions, because the voltage magnitude of load
buses are kept relatively constant and above 0.95 per-unit during
steady state operation. However, the second is prevalent during
all operational conditions and must be identified through (6). As
indicated in (6), the TE impedance, Z̄th,i, is influenced by both Ēeq,i
and Īcp,i, which respectively represent the effect of other generation
units and loads. In addition, if fast AVR operation is assumed, the
term dĒeq,i/dĪLi in (6) may be neglected.

The index estimated in (15) is similar to the one proposed
in [27] (called SDC). However, the SDC is a transient index which
uses two consecutive measurements, while the ISI uses a parcel of
measurements ofm samples, which makes it numerically stable.

To study the effect of Īcp,i on TE impedance, Z̄th,i, the currents of
other loads, i.e. ĪLj, should be defined as functions of ĪLi by applying
polynomial interpolation, as defined in (8). By using (6), the TE
impedance can be written as

dV̄Li

dĪLi
= −Z̄ii − Z̄cp,i = −Z̄th,i (16a)

Z̄cp,i =

no∑
j=mo, i̸=j

Z̄ij
dĪLj
dĪLi

(16b)

The effects of other loads on the voltage drop as well as on voltage
stability of bus i can be observed from (13) as an extra voltage
source and from (16a) as an extra impedance, respectively. In other
words, by introducing Ēcp,i in (13), and Z̄cp,i in (16a), the impact of
other loads on the voltage stability of bus i can be captured. To
quantify this coupling effect, the derivative term in (16b) is esti-
mated using a polynomial expression. To do so, each of observable
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current ĪLj should be stated as a polynomial function of the load
current ĪLi. For a samplingwindowwithm components, this is done
as

ĪLj(n) =

Deg∑
k=0

qk ĪkLi(n) (17)

where the k is determined similarly as for (8), and qk is obtained
using the interpolation method. Therefore, similar to estimating
the TE impedance in (9), the coupling impedance between bus j and
i can also be estimated by taking derivative of (17) with respect to
ĪLi.

Z̄cp,ji(n) = Z̄ij
dĪLj(n)
dĪLi(n)

= Z̄ij
Deg∑
k=1

k.qk Īk−1
Li (n) (18)

This impedance indicates the effect of load j on the TE impedance
seen from load-bus i. Consequently, the effect of load j on the
voltage stability of load-bus i can be estimated as

ISIcp,ji =

⏐⏐Z̄cp,ji⏐⏐⏐⏐V̄Li/ĪLi
⏐⏐ (19)

5. Numerical analyses

This section provides numerical analyses on the proposed
method. It includes the calculation of TE impedance and stability
indexes using real PMU data from the Nordic power system, and
the calculation of TE impedance and stability indexes computed
from quasi-steady-state simulations of the IEEE 14-bus test system
and full dynamic simulations (i.e. ‘‘transient stability’’-type) of
Nordic 32-bus test system under different conditions.

5.1. Real PMU measurements from the Nordic power system

In order to show how the proposed method can be applied
to real data, PMU measurements obtained during an event in the
northern part of the Nordic grid are analyzed in this section. The
data was measured at bus that was close to experience voltage
collapse on January 29th, 2010 [28]. Fig. 5 shows the PMU data
of the bus voltage and the line current connected to it. As seen
from this figure, the voltage magnitude started to drop at the
35th minute. Subsequently, one of the transmission lines near the
measured bus was disconnected at the 37th min. An OLTC was
activated to step up the voltage level at t = 38.5 min and t =

42 min, respectively. However, because the voltage was below
allowed operational limits, a large industrial load, located 160 km
away from its feeding substation, was manually disconnected to
prevent a voltage collapse.

The TE impedance of the network seen from the PMU was
calculated using three methods and results are shown in Fig. 6. As
shown in the figure, the dynamic Zth obtained from the proposed
method, with a window of one minute, has been compared with
the Zth obtained using NLS estimation [3] with a window of 10 s
(referred as NLS1), and NLS estimation with a window of 1 min
(referred as NLS2). Note that due to the presence of noise in the
PMU data, it was not possible to use neither the NLS method with
smaller window of data nor the two-samples method to obtain
robust outputs (high variability). The proposed polynomialmethod
is used with a varying polynomial degree. Algorithm 1 in the Ap-
pendix gave a polynomial degree that did not increase from Deg =

2 in all windows. Fig. 7 compares the voltage instability indexes
calculated using the TE impedances shown in Fig. 6. As indicated
by Figs. 6 and 7, the proposed polynomial method (dynamic TE
impedance) provides smoother results (especially compared to
NLS1) as it mitigates the impact of measurement noise efficiently.

Fig. 5. PMU measurements of the bus voltage and line current magnitudes in the
Nordic grid during an event in 2010.

Fig. 6. TE impedance calculated using different methods.

Fig. 7. Voltage instability index calculated using different methods.

In addition, results from the proposed method show consistency
with the measured data. For example, the ISI calculated by the
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Fig. 8. Detection of significant changes, including step changes, in voltage mag-
nitude when system is approaching the voltage collapse point. The letters a to j
correspond to different operating condition shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Power-voltage (PV) curve of real data when system is approaching the
voltage collapse point. The letters a to j correspond to different operating conditions.

proposed method increases at t = 37 s (when the transmission
line disconnects) whereas that of the NLS2 decreases.

Note that the reduced network model has not been used for
this study, because neither the network model nor more than one
PMUs’ data are available.

Any contingencies and sudden changes in power systems result
in step changes and shift in the system operating point. In order to
detect these changes, transients and also distinguish the boundary
between two operation points, this paper uses PELT (Pruned Exact
Linear Time) algorithm [29]. The Fig. 8 shows how the different
changes have been detected when the system is approaching the
voltage collapse point. The letters a to j in Figs. 8 and 9 corre-
spond to different operating conditions. The load shedding, tap-
changer operation, and generator excitation current limitation are
the cause of shifting from one operating point to another. For
instance transition from c to d, and also from d to e has occurred
because of tap changer action. A significant load shedding has
caused transition for h to i.

5.2. IEEE 14-bus test system

To demonstrate how the TE parameters are calculated for a sys-
tem with different load variations, it is assumed that the load-bus
B13 in IEEE 14-bus test system, shown in Fig. 4a, is interested for
voltage stability studies. Different scenarios have been simulated
and the TE impedance seen from the individual load-bus is calcu-
lated using three different methods: the two-samples method (2S)
[6,11], the NLS, and polynomial interpolation method (Poly). The
window length for both the NLS and Poly methods is one minute.
The simulations for IEEE 14-bus system are of quasi-steady-state
type which makes the simulated phasor data noise-free and the
TE impedance calculated using the two-samples method provides
the best TE estimation, against which the TE impedances obtained
from the other methods can be compared. In all scenarios, the
apparent power of the load connected to B13 is increased until it
approaches to the voltage instability point.

Notice that in all figures LDx stands for load number x, and the
term ‘‘Effect of Bx’’ implies the variation effect of load at bus x in the
dynamic TE impedance seen from bus B13. This effect is estimated
using (18).

Scenario I- no load variation
In the first scenario, all loads other than B13 are kept con-

stant, and the TE impedance is calculated using the three methods
mentioned above. The results are shown in Fig. 10. As shown in
the figure, the three methods give almost identical results. The
degree for polynomial interpolation obtained using the algorithm
in Appendix was 1 for all time windows.

Scenario II—all loads vary linearly
As another scenario, it is assumed that the power of all loads of

the network, other than the one connected to B13, increase linearly
by 1% (0.01 pu) per minute. The TE impedance seen from B13 was
calculated and is shown in Fig. 11. In this scenario the proposed
RNM methodology has been applied. It is assumed that the loads
in gray in Fig. 4(a) are unobservable and their effects on the TE
impedance seen from B13 are determined via buses B4, B6, and
B14 (shown by dashed-lines in Fig. 11). Using (4) and (9), the effect
of the load variation at other buses on the TE impedance seen
from an interested bus depends on two factors: first, the distance
between that bus and the interested bus, which is indicated by the
impedance, Z̄LL,ij, and second, the size of the load current at that
bus, which is represented by ĪLj. For instance, the variation of the
load connected at bus B14 has the highest effect on TE impedance
seen from the bus B13. This is because the bus B14 is too close to
bus B13 (see Fig. 12).

Scenario III—different variations in other loads
In the last scenario, different types of variations are considered

for different loads and their effects on the TE impedance of B13
are computed. These variations aim to replicate the behavior of
more complex loads found in real power systems. The types of
variations considered for the power of different loads are shown
in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the calculated TE impedance seen from
bus B13 with different methods. In addition, the figure shows the
effects caused by the variations of other loads on TE impedance
of bus B13. The polynomial degree for interpolation computed
from the Algorithm 1 in this scenario is 7. As seen from Fig. 14,
the NLS method shows a noticeable error in the calculation of
the TE impedance, and consequently, the voltage instability index
especiallywhen system approaches to the voltage instability point.
The voltage instability index and the contribution of other loads’
variations to this index are shown in Fig. 15. As shown in Figs. 14
and 15 for the same sampling window (60 s), the NLS method is
unable to follow system variations, while the Poly method has a
better response. In order to improve the NLS method, its sampling
window length and window rolling rate can be updated. However,
such effort is not needed for the Poly method.
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Fig. 10. Load andTE impedancemagnitude seen frombus B13of IEEE 14-bus system
when other loads than load 13 are not varying.

Fig. 11. Load andTE impedancemagnitude seen frombus B13of IEEE 14-bus system
when other loads are all varying linearly.

Fig. 12. ISI calculated for bus B13 of IEEE 14-bus system when other loads are all
varying linearly.

Fig. 13. Active power of Loads on different buses of IEEE 14-bus system are varying
haphazardly.

Fig. 14. Load andTE impedancemagnitude seen frombus B13of IEEE 14-bus system
when other loads are varying haphazardly as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. ISI calculated for bus B13 of IEEE 14-bus system under the load variations
illustrated in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 16. Single-line diagram of the Nordic 32-bus test system.

5.3. Nordic 32-bus dynamic model

To test the proposed method on a larger and more complex
model that is relevant for voltage stability assessment, the Nordic
32-bus test system is used [30]. The single-line diagram of this test
system is shown in Fig. 16. The simulation has run in the time-
domain, and loads at bus B1041 and B1045 are increased as shown
in Fig. 17. The system becomes voltage-unstable at bus B1041 at
t = 4.7 min. as shown in Fig. 18. As the system approaches the
voltage instability point, the excitation current as well as speed of
system generators are affected as shown in Fig. 19.

The TE impedance seen from bus B1041 has been estimated
by different methods and shown in Fig. 20. In this simulation the
reduced network model is used to estimate the effects of other
loads’ variation in the TE impedance seen fromB1041. These effects
which are shown in Fig. 20 depend on the system impedance Z̄LL,ii
and deviation of other loads current with respect to interested
load’s current as shown by (6). In Fig. 20 it is shown that the load at
bus B1045 has highest effect on the TE impedance seen fromB1041
after t = 2 min. This can be justified by observing the current
magnitude in Fig. 21 which clearly shows the load current at bus
B1045 starts increasing after t = 2 min.

The ISI calculated by different methods for bus B1041 is shown
in Fig. 22 inwhich a voltage instability detected at t = 4.7min. The
stability margin in ISI depends on two factors: maximum allowed
voltage drop and minimum loading margin. According to the PV
curve, voltage instability index, and voltage magnitude of bus
B1041, if the loading margin is assumed to be 30%, and maximum
voltage drop is 6%, the stabilitymargin on ISIwould be around 0.81,

Fig. 17. Active and reactive power of observable load buses in Nordic 32-bus test
system.

Fig. 18. Power-voltage (PV) curve of the load connected at bus B1041 in Nordic
32-bus test system.

Fig. 19. Excitation current and speed of some generators of Nordic 32-bus system
where it approaches to voltage instability point in bus B1041.

whichmeans the ISI range from 0 to .81 indicates secure operation
region.
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Fig. 20. Load and TE impedance magnitude seen from bus B1041. Contribution of
other loads’ variation in the TE impedance are shown with dashed-lines.

Fig. 21. Voltage and current magnitude of observable load buses in Nordic 32-bus
system.

Fig. 22. ISI calculated by different methods for bus B1041 of Nordic 32-bus system.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a polynomial interpolation method to cal-
culate the TE impedance of a power network seen from a load bus
that can be used for real-time voltage stability monitoring. Using
the proposed interpolation method, the voltage of a load-bus can
be described as a polynomial function with respect to injected
current from that bus. The derivative of this polynomial reflects
the dynamic TE impedance seen from the bus. The computed
impedance, which is a vector rather than a scalar, can take into
account the effect of nonlinear variations of other loads. Moreover,
by using the interpolation approach on other observable load cur-
rents, it was shown that it is possible to quantify the effect of load
variations at other buses on the interested load-bus TE impedance.

In addition, the paper takes into account the fact that in real
power systems all measured buses are not necessarily equipped
with PMUs. To address this issue, this paper considers the network
under study as a cut-set area within a power system. Under such
conditions, a reduced network model and its computation were
proposed. The approach allows to quantify the effect of load varia-
tions at other buses on the TE impedance seen from an interested
load-bus, and consequently, on the voltage instability index.

Appendix. - Algorithm 1: Polynomial Degree Computation

The value of Deg in (8) is obtained iteratively using following
algorithm

ϵ = 10−4; polynomial fit tolerance
Degmax = 8
for Deg=1:Degmax do

Execute the polynomial interpolation algorithm for (8) and
obtain the coefficients pk
V̄m
Li =

∑Deg
k=0 pk Ī

k
Li

if
⏐⏐V̄m

Li − V̄Li
⏐⏐ ≤ ϵ then

Break the for loop
end if

end for
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